. Salt (ρ) effects are introduced into the lattice simulations. Each salt has two rate constants for on-off and off-on lattice transitions. At a low salt concentration (ρ = 10 -10 ) where k 1D-3D << k 3D-1D the protein remains in the on-lattice state essentially all the simulation. As we increase the salt concentration, the partition between the 1D and off lattice modes gradually changes in favor of the latter.
Fig
Effects of roadblock size on protein's ability to take a bypass from one side of an obstacle to another. Charged obstacles were tried with a repulsion factor, V, of 0, 0.5, 1 and 2 (the magnitude of the electrostatic repulsion). Obstacles that occupy more than ~3-4 bp are restrictive to protein bypass, even at lower repulsion. An obstacle occupying 2bp was extensively simulated in this study, due to its ability to block DBP bypass as it is electrostaticaly repel the DBP. (random-walker) moving at a rate k Prot,1D on a 1D lattice containing mobile obstacles. The protein may dissociate to the bulk at rate k 1D-3D or reassociate at rate k 3D-1D . The obstacles dissociate from their sites at a rate k Obst . Immobile obstacles have a small µ value, dynamic obstacles have a large µ value, and ρ indicates the tendency of the protein to dissociate from the DNA and so corresponds to salt concentration.
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